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Abstract: The dynamic host configuration protocol (DHCP) servers are forms of an Internet of Things
(IoT) address management server (IoTAMS) that gives network configuration settings to newly
connected hosts. Administrators of a network may save time by setting DHCP servers instead of
every network node. However, the absence of a more robust authentication method for DHCP
servers makes hosts susceptible to attacks since neither the server nor the users are able to check the
other’s authenticity during DHCP connections. These concerns result in both internal and external
threats to the system that have the potential to impair network services. Among these threats are
malicious DHCP servers and DHCP starvation. This paper aims to provide a novel approach for
tackling these issues and protect the DHCP protocol. The proposed model uses the Diffie–Hellman
key exchange mechanism, the elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem (ECDLP), a one-way hash
function, blockchain technology, and a smart contract. In addition, registration and validation
processes provide support for the proposed model in combating DHCP risks for both internal and
external system threats. Results from this study show that the proposed model has an average of
21.1% more resistance to a growing number of adversaries than the benchmark models, thus revealing
that the model is better suited for the security of IoT address management servers in smart homes,
thereby enhancing resilience against related threats and the success of IP address management.

Keywords: DHCP; blockchain; IoTAMS; smart homes; IoT; authentication; smart contract

1. Introduction

As the amount of data gathered and processed increases, it becomes increasingly chal-
lenging to safeguard sensitive data and information from cyberattacks [1]. Consequently, it
is crucial that the network’s security system be expanded and bolstered so that undesirable
occurrences such as data theft and access abuse do not occur; especially on networks that
include private data that can only be viewed by a restricted number of users. The design of
an enterprise-level computer network allows all devices to access the same resources [2].
This will make it easy to keep track of many distinct types and amounts of services between
different network users.

An IoT address management server (IoTAMS) is the mechanism through which a
newly connected host receives information about network settings [3,4]. Such setups
include internet protocol (IP) address, domain name server, gateway, subnet mask, and
lease length. Using IoTAMS, an information technology (IT) administrators can save time
by not configuring these preferences on every network machine. However, there are
many different kinds of IoTAMS, but one of the most used right now is the dynamic host
configuration protocol (DHCP) [4,5].

During DHCP packet exchanges occur, however, there is no verification of the packets’
provenance [6]. Moreover, neither the DHCP server nor the users can verify the authenticity
of one another during communications. Thus, when services are broadcast via DHCP, they
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are susceptible to intrusion threats from both inside and outside the network. A rogue
DHCP server or a DHCP starvation attack are both examples of a DHCP threats [7–9].

Several cryptographic protocol security methods, including that of Abou El
Houda et al. [10], Yang and Mi [11], Lee et al. [3], Dinu and Togan [12], and Yao et al. [13],
have been offered in order to defend the DHCP protocol in which some of them relies
on digital certificates. Examples include the technique described by Yao et al. [13], which
requires that both the user and server to have their respective digital certificates mounted
on the host before executing the protocol. Digital certificates and digital signatures added
to each communication may be used to certify the identities of users and servers. How-
ever, these protocols need significant changes to be compatible with the regular DHCP
protocol [13–16].

The technique of Younes [15] and Yao et al. [13] provided a suitable way based on
shared-key DHCP and the Diffie–Hellman key exchange mechanism. The method tries to
circumvent DHCP’s party authentication issues caused by MAC address spoofing. Instead
of relying on a host’s MAC address, the authors of this paper suggested using the processor
identification and disc value to verify a DHCP client. However, these static parameters can
be intercepted throughout the network. The protocol employs symmetric cryptography;
however, the client-server shared key update method is ambiguous. Similarly, traffic
analysis may be used to decrypt communications that have been encrypted with the same
key [8].

In response to the security challenges highlighted above, as well as the issues raised
by the cryptographic techniques utilized before to ensure security during communications
in the smart home scenario, blockchain technology can be leveraged to provide a more
secure and private solution [17–19]. Because of the immutability, security, and flexibility of
blockchain, a blockchain-based method for protecting IoT devices during communications
can be built. Blockchain technology can also be used to address DHCP protocol difficulties
related to user and server authentication and verification [20,21].

This study provides a unique way to address the shortcomings of previous approaches
and safeguard the DHCP protocol via the use of blockchain and smart contract technologies.
Similarly, by combining the security protocol with digital certificates and shared private
keys, it provides a practical answer that is backwards-compatible with the original DHCP
standard. To put it another way, this facilitates two-way verification between DHCP users
and DHCP servers. Furthermore, prior to the initial DHCP message broadcast, the shared
private keys between the DHCP user and server can be utilized to address concerns about
businesses who do not have public-key infrastructure.

Contributions

First, a secure protocol for managing IP addresses in an IoT smart home based on
blockchain technology is proposed. The proposed model employs the Diffie-Hellman key
exchange mechanism, the elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem (ECDLP), blockchain
technology, a one-way hash function and a smart contract for server-user authentication.

Second, the proposed model is supported by the registration and validation phases.
Registration requires phases of registering and authenticating network components. The
first approach in the validation phase is initial validation, which focuses on entity authenti-
cation and key management. The second approach is the DHCP security smart contract
(DSSC) protocol, which is based on message authentication.

Thirdly, the one-way hash function and elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem
(ECDLP) are utilized together with blockchain and Diffie–Hellman key exchange method
in the initial validation procedure. It is used for user and DHCP server two-way authentica-
tion, session key exchange, and digital signature generation. The DSSC protocol approach
uses digital signatures established during the initial validation procedure to validate the
authenticity of DHCP packets sent between the user and server.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. The related works are discussed
in Section 2. In Section 3, the system model is presented. In Section 4, the IPChain
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framework is presented. In Section 5, the security analysis is presented. Section 6 contains
the performance analysis results. In Section 7, we discuss how our model can be applied in
the real world and in the business world. In Section 8, the study concludes with a summary.

2. Related Works

DCHP authentication in a dispersed network, such as a smart home, has not been
the focus of as many investigations as network security in traditional networks. Most of
the studies use standard network security protocols, such as Kerberos. For example, a
validation and key distribution center using Kerberos has been demonstrated by Hornstein
and Aboba [22] to provide users and servers with encrypted tickets. In DHCP communica-
tions, either the user or the server will need to provide an authentication ticket. However,
Kerberos server failure owing to a single point of failure exists, and exact timekeeping
between clients and servers is required for ticket timestamps to avoid replay attacks [23].

Shete et al. [24] and R. Droms [25] verified DHCP packets using a setup key and
a postponed verification technique. To configure the system, client and server secretly
exchanged tokens. This method only protects unintentional DHCP servers, since DHCP
connections lack authentication [3,15]. Using a common private key and the MD5 message-
digest method, the approach also generates DHCP message authentication codes. However,
collision attacks may detect collisions in only seconds on a computer, reducing the security
of MD5 [26]. These approaches authenticated entities and messages using a secret key, but
did not demonstrate how the key is handled, which is crucial when dealing with several
clients. The option field is limited to 255 bytes of authentication data due to DHCP’s
one-byte length field [9,15].

Duangphasuk et al. [27] proposed two DHCP security measures. The first method
employs digital certificates for DHCP packet and organization authentication. The second, a
secure DHCP with shared secret keys, authenticates DHCP packets using a shared secret key.
The prospect of the digital certificate being bigger than the DHCP message wasn’t accounted
for in this approach. A challenge–response style authentication procedure for DHCP
discovery was described in Yaibuates and Chaisricharoen [9]. When the server receives
DHCPDISCOVER, it may encrypt the challenge answer and attach it to DHCPOFFER
using this method. Clients and servers must agree on the hashing method and secret key
for the challenge. The researchers did not comment on how the private key is protected
throughout the transit from server to user.

To address the preceding issues above, the techniques in [7,16] were proposed to
secure DHCP using spoofing techniques. The approaches utilize detection and prevention
modules to mitigate the threat. The detection module catches address resolution protocol
(ARP) packets using an analysis tool and an algorithm. After identifying unusual network
activity, DHCP snooping and ARP inspection techniques are employed to neutralize the
attack and establish a more secure network. Furthermore, the authors in [28,29] employed
the use of Edwards-curve digital signature algorithm (EdDSA) to avoid a rogue DHCP
server attack by confirming the source and integrity of DHCP server messages, regardless of
whether they originate from a legal or rogue DHCP server. The legitimacy of DHCP client-
server connections is validated using digital certificates. The public’s digital certificate is
issued by a trustworthy server or authority. However, the digital certificate may be too big
to fit inside a single DHCP packet. Similarly complex was the implementation of digital
certificate revocation and a certificate-based delayed authentication has been recorded [30].

Yao et al. [13] and Xie et al. [31] suggested authenticating DHCP clients, servers,
and messages using several authentication approaches such as fingerprint recognition
and key agreements. This method uses a shared secret key to compute DHCP message
authentication codes. The DHCP transmission’s secret key is generated using a random
value based on the assumption that all involved parties know it. However, the techniques
failed to explain how they obtained the random number or how they derived the new
secret key from the old one. Similarly, the methods for storing private key midst users and
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server have single-point-of-failure issues and does not scale adequately. Table 1 presents an
overview of the most relevant prior research.

Table 1. An overview of the related works.

Technique(s) Used Objective(s) Limitation(s)

Kerberos [22] To provide user and servers
with encrypted tickets

Single-point-of-failure, difficulties
in exact timestamp management

Secretly exchange tokens
and MD5

message-digest [24,25]

To authenticated entities and
messages using a secret key

Prone to collision attacks, no
information on how the key

is managed

Digital certificates and
shared secrete keys [27]

To authenticated entities and
messages

The digital certificate being bigger
than the DHCP message

Hashing and secret key [9]
Challenge–response style

authentication procedure for
DHCP discovery

No information on how the
private key is protected

Spoofing techniques [7,16] To enhance the security in
DHCP processes

Prone to single-point-of-failure
and man-in-the-middle attack.

Digital certificates [28,29]
To verify the legitimacy of

DHCP client-server
connections

Prone to single-point-of-failure,
digital certificate may be too hefty

for DHCP packet, high
authentication latency

Fingerprint recognition
and key

agreements [13,31]

To authenticate DHCP
clients, servers

Prone to single-point-of-failure
and scalability issues, no details
on how the random number or
new secret key are produced.

3. System Model

This section contains a description of the proposed architecture’s overview. The section
begins with a study of the network model, followed by a discussion of the DHCP server
attack model and a description of the adversary’s characteristics in the attacker model.

3.1. Network Model

The system consists of a private Ethereum blockchain network, with a DHCP server
(DS) linked to cluster head devices (CHD) over the blockchain home network as given in
Figure 1. Each CHD is further linked to a group of smaller smart home devices making up
its unit. A smart home network administrator (Admin) is the owner of a private network
that controls the network and registers all devices using the proof-of-authority (PoA)
consensus algorithm. Each CHD as well as DS and Admin utilizes a distinct Ethereum
accounts, thus, they all have a unique Ethereum address (EA) for network communication.
We assume in this study that both the DS, CHD and Admin devices are computationally
capable of handling the blockchain ledger, therefore the CHD is employed to relieve the
smart home devices of the computing constraint imposed by the blockchain ledger. And
hence, the DS, CHD and Admin are regarded as the primary stakeholders in this study.
Table 2 provides the descriptions of all the notations used in this paper.

3.2. DHCP Server Attack Model

The attack against DS may occur in two major categories: from both within and outside
of the smart home network. The attack from outside the smart home network is carried out
by external users or attackers who want to disrupt the network or prevent the server from
performing its job. The attackers impersonate a valid user or a legitimate DS, intercepting
the requests/queries of both legitimate users and DHCP servers and responding with
bogus responses. This method can result in a denial-of-service attack.
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Table 2. Notations.

Symbols Descriptions Symbols Descriptions

DS DHCP Server DSED EA of DS

CHD Cluster head devices w, x, y, z Other DS parameters

EA Ethereum Address Pcode Password verification
code

Userid User identity µ1, µ2 Random values

CHDEA EA of CHD DSpkey DS public key

Userpwd User password ϕ, δ, ϕ1, ρ, w1, w2, η Authentication
parameters

UserMAC User MAC address h(.) and H(.)
One-way hash function
and elliptic curve point

map function

DSskey DS private key DSIP DS IP address

P Point on the elliptic curve O f f erIP Offered IP address

σ Replay detection value LT Lease term

SignUser User signature SignDS DS signature

Two types of attacks can be launched from inside a smart home network: DHCP
exhaustion and attacks from rogue servers. As part of a DHCP exhaustion attack, the
adversary utilizes all available IP addresses to overrun the service [2]. Since the DS is
unable to distinguish between a legal host and a spoofed one, it distributes all client
network numbers to any user who wants them. Once all accessible IP addresses have been
allocated to spoofed users, any legitimate users attempting to acquire an IP address will be
left without an IP connection.

During attacks from a DHCP rogue server, an adversarial user masquerades as a DS
and answers the requests with a fake IP address. Both the malicious and the authentic
DHCP server will receive the DHCPDISCOVER message and supply IP addresses and the
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default gateway when users join a network. In response to a DHCP request, the malicious
server returns incorrect parameters. It is conceivable that the default gateway, DNS server,
or IP address information is incorrect. If the malicious DHCP server becomes the default
gateway for the network, it will have access to all network data. Consequently, they may
access, modify, and steal any data sent by the infected system.

3.3. Attacker Model

The following characteristics are associated with our attacker in this study:

• A rogue user may acquire illegal network access and then utilize network services
without authorization.

• A malicious user initiates a DHCP starvation attack, which exhausts the server’s
available IP addresses.

• The malicious user can deploy a malicious server and execute attacks unique to such
a service.

• In this study, it is assumed that the adversary cannot compromise the blockchain, the
DS, the CHD, or the admin devices; hence, these devices are tamper-resistant.

Remarkably, the proposed scheme does not account for the possibility that blockchain,
DS, CHD, or Admin devices could be compromised. Consequently, this scenario is the most
significant limitation of the proposed method that we aim to address in our feature work.

4. Proposed IPChain Model

The proposed IPChain model is built using one-way hash function, Diffie–Hellman
key exchange mechanism, elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem (ECDLP), and smart
contract. The ECDLP was used due to its fast computation capabilities compared to other
public key cryptosystems. The proposed model involves two phases: the registration phase
and the validation phase.

4.1. Registration Stage

Initially, the admin registers the EAs of both the DS and CHD in the private network
and copies of the EAs are then stored in the private blockchain ledger as demonstrated
in Figure 2. The admin assigns an identity Userid and password Userpwd to the user’s
device and then maps the user’s device to its corresponding CHD. Then, Userid, Userpwd,
and MAC address (UserMAC) of the user’s device are shared with all primary stakehold-
ers via the blockchain network and a copy is also stored in the private ledger. The DS
chooses a private key DSskey and computes its public key using a point (P) on the elliptic
curve as: DSpkey = DSskey·P, then using its EA (DSED), it broadcasts all its parameters

as DSED

(
DSpkey, P, w, x, y, z

)
on the blockchain. Similarly, using a one-way hash func-

tion and DSskey, the DS computes a password verification code as given in Equation (1),
and then stores it in its memory. Figure 2 gives the detail processes applied during the
registration stage of the proposed IPChain model.

Pcode = h
(

Userid

∣∣∣∣∣∣DSskey

)
⊕Userpwd (1)

4.2. Validation Stage

Two sub-techniques can be used to complete the validation process in this study: the
initial validation procedure and the DHCP security smart contract (DSSC) protocol, which
are explained in Figure 3 and Algorithm 1 respectively. When a user, whether adversary or
legitimate, wants to connect to a private network with DS as its IoTAMS, the two validation
procedures will always be in effect.
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4.2.1. Initial Validation Procedure

First, a random value µ1 is created by the user’s device with id Userid, then it utilizes
the DS-broadcasted values p and w to calculate ϕ = µ1·P + w·h

(
Userid

∣∣∣∣∣∣Userpwd

)
as

demonstrated in Figure 3. The user’ UserMAC, Userid, and value ϕ are then submitted as
constituents of a REQUEST message to the DS as REQUEST(UserMAC, Userid, ϕ).

Second, assuming the DS has received the request message, the DS then verifies the
user’s UserMAC and Userid. If the DS cannot locate the UserMAC and Userid, the request is
rejected. If not, the DS creates a random value µ2 and uses the database-stored, Userid-bent
Pcode together with the transmitted value ϕ to derive the user’s password Userpwd and
the values δ, ϕ1, and ρ to derive the value w1 as: ρ = µ2·P, ϕ1 = DSskey·δ = µ1·DSskey × P,

w1 = h(Userid||ϕ||ϕ1||ρ). Where δ = ϕ− H
(

Userid

∣∣∣∣∣∣UserMAC

∣∣∣∣∣∣Userpwd

)
, while h(.) and

H(.) are the one-way hash function and elliptic curve point map function, respectively.
With this, using its EA, the DS sends a challenge message containing ρ, w1 to the requesting
user in the form of CHALLENGE(DSED, ρ, w1).

Third, on reception of the challenge message, the user calculates
ϕ1 = µ1·DSpkey = µ1·DSskey × P to verify w1 = h(Userid||ϕ||ϕ1||ρ). If w1 is deter-
mined to be different from what was received, the user–DS connection is terminated.
If not, the user must compute η which is used for computing w2 as follow: η = µ1·ρ,
w2 = h

(
Userid

∣∣∣∣∣∣DSED

∣∣∣∣∣∣ϕ∣∣∣∣∣∣ϕ1

∣∣∣∣∣∣ρ∣∣∣∣∣∣Userpwd

∣∣∣∣∣∣η). The user then sends a RESPONSE message
to the DS as RESPONSE(Userid, DSED, w2).

Lastly, after receiving the response message, the DS computes η and it’s w2 and then
verifies it with the received one. Using the shared and unique session key η, the DS
validates user Userid if the computed value for w2 matches the one received in the response
message. Figure 3 provides the detail processes applied during validation stage of the
proposed IPChain model.

4.2.2. DHCP Security Smart Contract (DSSC) Protocol

Motivated by [15], DHCP security smart contract (DSSC) protocol supports the mes-
sage verification mechanism in this study, which is an improvement on DHCP that provides
a verification mechanism for DHCP packets, to guard against DHCP threats. Since DSSC is
an improvement on DHCP, the DS system’s requirements for message exchange, timeout,
and caching are identical to those of the existing DHCP servers [28,31]. Therefore, DSSC
messages may be handled by users without an installed DSSC module. Notwithstand-
ing, for a secure LAN, it is suggested that all users use DSSC. The following subsections
describes the process of message verification.

DSSC Protocol Layout Requirements

Certain design requirements must be met to ensure that the DSSC technique is well-
matched with the existing DHCP application. These include: the proposed method must
first be compatible with the existing format for verification options. Second, the finite state
of the DHCP client or server cannot be modified, meaning no new states may be added.
Thirdly, it is prohibited to send additional DHCP messages. Users who do not utilize the
proposed protocol must still have access to the server’s settings.

As per the standard, DHCP messages cannot be fragmented, which is one of the most
significant restrictions. In other words, the Ethernet maximum transmission unit (MTU)
imposes a maximum packet size of 1500 bytes on DHCP packets [15]. After deducting the
size of the IP, server, and user datagram protocol headers, the overall length of a DHCP
packet is inadequate. A digital certificate or extensive encryption keys are too large to
transmit over this connection.

DSSC Protocol Process

The DSSC protocol verifies each DHCP transmission prior to delivery. A DHCP
user first sends a discovery message to locate the DS. The user specifies DSSC in the
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packet’s option field. The RFC 3118 structure must be used for DHCP protocol entity and
message verification to utilize the option field in server packets. The replay detection field,
which consists of a timer storing the present date and time that increases monotonically,
should also be utilized to avoid replay threats. Algorithm 1 depicts user and DS messages
for DSSC.

If the option field of the user indicates the DSSC protocol is disabled, the DS will
send the DHCPDISCOVER message to its system. When this is not the case, the protocol
examines the message prior to forwarding it to the DS system. The replay detection field
is tested for correctness; if the test fails, messages are not transmitted, else the DS will
generate a DHCPOFFER message (Line 3–16, Algorithm 1). The server allocates the user
an IP address upon receipt of the DHCP OFFER packet. This message contains the user’s
MAC address, DS’s IP address (DSIP), offered IP address (O f f erIP), lease term (LT), and
cluster head device EA.

Option field of the DHCPOFFER message contains the DS signature for message
validation and authorization. The DS signature (SignDS) comprises the user’s MAC
address, the DS’s EA, the user’s EA, the cluster head device EA, the replay detection value
(σ) and other parameters as depicted in Equation (2). Modifications are also made to the
replay detection field to avoid replay threats.

SignDS = h
(

DSEA

∣∣∣∣∣∣ρ∣∣∣∣∣∣η∣∣∣∣∣∣Userpwd

∣∣∣∣∣∣UserMAC

∣∣∣∣∣∣O f f erIP

∣∣∣∣∣∣DSIP

∣∣∣∣∣∣CHDED

∣∣∣∣∣∣Userid

∣∣∣∣∣∣σ) (2)

On receipt of the message at the user end, if the verification option field of the
DHCPOFFER message is said to be true, the protocol forwards it to the DHCP system;
otherwise, it is handled by the user. When this option is enabled, the replay detection
field is examined by the protocol. If the value of the replay detection field is greater than
previously, processing will proceed. However, the message is deleted if the event does
not occur.

DSSC protocol verifies the DS’s signature and the authenticity of the message after
examining the replay detection field. The DS Signature is determined after extracting
the message’s UserMAC, Userid, DSIP, CHDED, and σ for signature verification. If the
user’s UserMAC and Userid match those in the DHCPOFFER message and the computed
DS Signature matches the one in the DHCPOFFER message, then the DHCPREQUEST
is produced. Messages that do not match these requirements are eliminated (Line 17–37,
Algorithm 1).

In response to DHCPOFFER, the DHCPREQUEST message is delivered to accept
the IP address. DHCPREQUEST and DHCPOFFER have fields that are substantially
identical. The recipient modifies the field for replay detection. Line 45–47 of Algorithm 1
demonstrates that the user’s signature (Equation (3)) is provided in the DHCPREQUEST
packet to validate and verify it. The modified replay detection value is then applied to the
creation of a new user signature.

Signuser = h
(

Userid

∣∣∣∣∣∣ρ∣∣∣∣∣∣η∣∣∣∣∣∣Userpwd

∣∣∣∣∣∣UserMAC

∣∣∣∣∣∣UserIP

∣∣∣∣∣∣DSIP

∣∣∣∣∣∣CHDED

∣∣∣∣∣∣Userid

∣∣∣∣∣∣σ) (3)

Upon receiving a DHCPREQUEST packet, the DS checks the user’s replay detection
field and signature. The relevant validation fields are obtained (σ, UserIP, DSIP, CHDED,
and UserMAC). Next, the user’s signature is generated and compared to the one obtained
in the DHCPREQUEST. If the DS validates the replay detection field and signature of
the user, it will prepare the DHCPACK message (Line 38–56, Algorithm 1). DHCPACK
contains all configuration data, thus, the validation of DHCPACK is comparable to that of
DHCPOFFER. The DHCP user configures the network interface after validating DHCPACK
using approved settings.
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Algorithm 1: DSSC protocol

Input: UserMAC , Userid, CHDED , DSED , DHCPDISCOVER, σ
Output: DHCPOFFERDS, DHCPREQUESTuser , DHCPACKDS

1. Function: Submit (DHCPDISCOVER)
2. CHDED (Userid, DHCPDISCOVER) → DSED
3. Function: Compute: (DHCPOFFER)
4. For all DHCPDISCOVER received,
5. If DSSC protocol field = = enabled,
6. Check for replay detection field correctness,
7. If replay detection field is effective σ,
8. Compute DHCPOFFERDS,

9. DHCPOFFERDS = DSED(UserMAC
∗, Userid

∗, DSIP, O f f erIP, LT, CHDED) + SignDS,

10. Modify replay detection field value to σt+1,
11. Transmit DHCPOFFERDS,
12. Else DHCPDISCOVER messages are not transmitted.
13. End If
14. Else send the DHCPDISCOVER message to system.
15. End If
16. End For
17. Function: Compute: (DHCPREQUEST)
18. For all DHCPOFFERDS received,
19. If DSSC protocol field = = enabled
20. Compute replay detection field value σt+2,
21. Check for replay detection field correctness (i.e., if σt+2 > σt+1),
22. If replay detection field is effective,
23. Extract DHCPOFFERDS,
24. Compute SignDS

∗,
25. Verify SignDS,
26. If (SignDS == SignDS

∗ & UserMAC == UserMAC
∗ & Userid == Userid

∗)
27. Compute DHCPREQUESTuser ,

28. DHCPREQUESTuser = CHDED(UserMAC , Userid, DSIP, UserIP, LT, CHDED) + Signuser ,

29. Modify replay detection field value to σt+3,
30. Transmit DHCPREQUESTuser ,
31. Else DHCPREQUEST messages are not transmitted.
32. End If
33. Else DHCPREQUEST messages are not transmitted.
34. End If
35. Else send the DHCPREQUEST message to system.
36. End If
37. End For
38. Function: Compute (DHCPACK)
39. For all DHCPREQUESTuser received,
40. If DSSC protocol field = = enabled
41. Compute replay detection field value σt+4,
42. Check for replay detection field correctness (i.e., if σt+4 > σt+3),
43. If replay detection field is effective,
44. Extract DHCPREQUESTuser ,
45. Compute Signuser

∗,
46. Verify Signuser ,
47. If (Signuser == Signuser

∗ & UserMAC == UserMAC
∗ & UserIP == O f f erIP)

48. Compute DHCPACKDS,
49. Transmit DHCPACKDS,
50. Else DHCPACK messages are not transmitted.
51. End If
52. Else DHCPACK messages are not transmitted.
53. End If
54. Else send the DHCPACK message to system
55. End If
56. End For

5. Security Analysis

In this section, we will discuss how the proposed IPChain model can mitigate the most
significant security threats that a DS or user may run into in a smart home network. The
security vulnerabilities considered here include rouge DS attack, DS starvation attack, attack
by impersonating a user, stolen-verification codes, and brute-force attack on passwords.
Table 3 provides several parameters used in curtailing these security vulnerabilities in
this work.
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Table 3. Security analysis table.

Security Threats Blocking Parameters

Rouge DS Attack EA, event logs, Userpwd, DSskey, µ1 and Pcode

DS Starvation Attack Signuser, ρ, η, and Userpwd,

Attack by impersonating a user ϕ and µ1

Stolen-Verification Codes DSskey

Brute-Force Attack on Passwords ϕ, ρ, ϕ1

5.1. Rouge DS Attack

The rogue DS of an attacker is a non-administrated DHCP server. An adversary
may launch a man-in-the-middle attack by configuring a rogue DS as the default gateway
and domain name server. To address this problem, the Ethereum blockchain employs
20-byte EAs that are assigned to each network node. This guarantees that all major network
stakeholders are notified of any changes made to the blockchain network through the event
logs. Before the update can be implemented, all linked stakeholders must approve it. Since
all created events are tamper-resistant and signed by the smart contract, it is safe against
such attacks and will be found even if an attacker attempts to change or modify an EA or
the event logs.

Furthermore, by requiring DS to identify itself to the user during validation and
DHCP message transmission, DSSC protocol avoids DHCP rouge server attacks. The server
validation procedure depends on Pcode and ϕ1 for w1. The attacker needs to know Userpwd,
DSskey, and µ1 to create ϕ1. Even if an attacker knows the user’s password, they cannot
produce Pcode without the high-entropy secrets DSskey and µ1. The password verifier and
the secret DSskey are required for the attacker to obtain the user’s password.

To impersonate a DS, an authorized user must supply the genuine DS’s signature
after authentication and during DHCP message exchange. This requires both secret DS
information and a password. Assuming the attacker is aware of ρ, they must predict µ1 and
µ2, which is impractical. To calculate η, the adversary must additionally solve the ECDLP.
Given ρ, and P, µ1 and µ2 cannot be calculated in polynomial time. Online password
guessing is impractical because DSskey is an unguessable, high-entropy value and Pcode is
unavailable to the attacker.

5.2. DS Starvation Attack

The objective of a DS starvation attack is to exhaust the DS’s available IP addresses by
delivering DS DHCPREQUEST packets with faked MAC addresses. Consequently, the DS
does not provide victim network users with the desired IP address. The adversary may
then either install a malicious DS on the network or designate their workstation as the
default gateway and begin sniffing network data.

The proposed IPChain model eliminates DS starvation attacks by having the DS verify
the message’s signature whenever it receives a DHCPREQUEST packet from a user. DSSC
protocol DS will not process DHCPREQUESTs without user signatures. If not, the DS
parses the message header for Userid, UserMAC, UserIP, DSIP, and σ. The user’s signature
is generated by utilizing Userid and UserMAC to search up Userid, ρ, η, and Userpwd in
the private ledger. Comparing the created signature to the user’s signature. Consequently,
discrepancies will block the transmission of request messages.

To perform a DS starvation attack, an attacker must modify the MAC address in the
DHCPREQUEST packet’s header and affix a user signature; the DS will recognize the
difference between the two. The starvation attack against DS needs access to several user
signatures. If the attacker knows Userid and UserMAC, they must estimate a user’s ρ, η,
and Userpwd, which will be challenging. This becomes much more difficult as the number
of users increase.
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5.3. Attack by Impersonating a User

This sort of attack is also known as a masquerade, spoofing, or malicious user threat.
Without permission, the adversary assumes the identity of a genuine user. Given the
requirement of the client parameters Userpwd, Userid, UserMAC, and ϕ for an adversary to
assume the identity of user Userid, the proposed model is able to withstand such an attack
from an adversarial user. The value of ϕ cannot be rightly determined by an adversary,
regardless of how well they know Userpwd since the random value µ1 is not predictable.

5.4. Stolen-Verification Codes

Using a stolen-verification-codes attack, an adversary may breach the DS and gain
access to sensitive client data, such as the verification code for an individual’s login creden-
tials. After obtaining this information, the attacker attempts to impersonate the real user.
However, the model protects users against this kind of attack by preventing an attacker
from deducing or guessing the user’s password from the user ID and password verification
code. Since the secret DSskey of the DS is not saved in memory, the adversary is unable to
retrieve them.

5.5. Brute-Force Attack on Passwords

An adversary makes many guesses at the private credentials (such as the user’s or
DS’s password) and compares each one to the matching cryptographic hash in a brute-
force password-cracking attack. The proposed model guards against this kind of attack
by assuring that, even if an attacker passively intercepts all messages exchanged and
properly deduce the password, other private values such as ϕ, ρ, ϕ1 etc., cannot be easily
deduced, due to the fact that the values are function-mapped pointers to an elliptic curve,
an extremely challenging task.

6. Performance Analysis

Here, we describe the simulation environment and performance parameters utilized
to develop the proposed model (IPChain). In addition, the assessment and outcomes were
compared to those of current models in Yao et al. [13] and Xie et al. [31]. These models were
selected because, in their respective contexts, they are both contemporary and analogous to
our proposed model.

6.1. Simulation Set Up

The IPChain model was build using the solidity programming language. As a wallet
for Ethereum, Metamask [32] was used. Using the Rinkeby testnet, a proof-of-authority
(PoA) consensus process was employed during simulations [33]. Python was utilized
throughout development to construct the model’s logic via developing smart contract
interactions using the Web3.py Python library and other relevant modules. Web3.py
provides interaction between Python and Ethereum VM (virtual machine). This results in
its use in decentralized applications (dApps), among other use cases, for connecting with
smart contracts, transferring transactions, accessing block data, and executing IP network
operations. The tests were conducted on a machine with a 3.41 GHz Intel(R) Core (TM)
i7-6700 M processor and 16.0 GB of RAM. To remove bias and maximize observation and
findings, all models were deployed in the exact same setting. Furthermore, the experiments
were carried out with the following parameter settings:

1. Except for the DS and Admin devices, the smart home network population was
restricted to 50 IoT devices by increasing the population for each scenario.

2. The simulation was conducted by altering the number of IoT devices in the network
between 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 devices in each scenario.

3. Each communication interaction involved the DS and a randomly selected user device.
In 500 min, 500 interactions were carried out, allowing each of the 50 devices and the
DS to complete a sufficient number of mutual authentication rounds [34].
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4. In several testing scenarios, the percentage of adversaries in the network was set
between 0%, 20%, 40%, 60%, and 80%.

Observations of the performance of each process were made via the execution of
events containing sufficient data. Several situations were examined to validate the smart
contract code’s logic. The proposed DSSC smart contract was assessed using the Oyente
tool for analyzing the security of smart contracts [35]. With 57% EVM code coverage, the
results demonstrate that the smart contract is devoid of known security issues such as
reentrancy, timestamp reliance, transaction dependency, and parity multisig flaws [36].

6.2. Performance Metrics and Evaluation

To analyze the performance of the IPChain, many measures have been used, including
robustness during authentication, which is determined based on user authentication latency
(UAL), DS message authentication latency (DAL), and finalization latency (FL), all with
variable percentages of adversaries in the network. UAL is the amount of time required to
authenticate a user’s device, which includes the processing time for the request, response
messages and challenges. The DAL latency is the amount of time required for the user and
DS to process and exchange packets during validation processes. While the time required
to get the network configuration parameter from DS is referred to as the FL, which equals
the total of the UAL and DAL. Other metrics include the overall likelihood of the model’s
resilience against varied percentages of network adversaries, and the computational cost,
which is calculated based on the model’s average execution latency.

6.2.1. Robustness and Resiliency

As seen in Figures 4–6, the proposed IPChain model loses part of its robustness as
the number of system components increases owing to an increase in processing latency.
This is because as the number of user devices rises, so does the possibility that there will
be a greater number of adversaries inside the system. Moreover, this increases the time
necessary to process messages inside the DS for user or packet authentication. In addition,
it is self-evident that the system’s robustness will decrease if the number of adversaries
increases while the number of users whose identities are validated remains the same. This
is because an increase in the number of adversaries will lead to an increase in the number
of attacks, which in turn will result in a decrease in the number of legitimate users. Notably,
the DS will reduce the rate at which it processes authentication packets as the proportion of
adversaries in the system increases. In turn, this stops adversaries from obtaining legitimate
authentication packets. Thus, even with an increase in the number of adversaries in the
system, the findings reveal that the proposed approach has a high level of resilience, since
it can prevent the adversary from completing the attack effectively.

To simulate the massive interaction behaviors and DHCPREQUEST and DHCPOFFER
packets, we altered the percentage adversaries influencing the system from 20%, 40%, 60%,
and 80%, as previously mentioned. During the first phase, DS and user devices utilize
their random values and other identifiable values, such their identities and other shared
parameters, to establish connections with one another. Moreover, when a DS or user device
first connects to a network, interaction with these shared parameters becomes more likely.
Consequently, various authentication and interactions that lead to these shared values
across network members were pre-programmed so that the DS or user device may have
sufficient shared parameters for further interactions in its early stages.

This research defines the resilience of our model to the relevant threats as the ratio of
the probability of resilience against adversaries in the system to the percentage of adver-
saries at a given moment. In this study, the robust performance of IPChain is compared
to Yao et al. [13] and Xie et al. [31] benchmark models. Figure 7 depicts the outcomes of
the study, which were conducted to determine the resilience of each model against an
increasing number of adversaries in the system.
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According to Figure 7, if the fraction of adversary operations that has an influence on
the system rises, all models will be impacted to some degree. Comparing the results reveals
that even with 80% of adversaries in the system, our model outperforms every benchmark
model by a substantial margin. The proposed IPChain model outperforms Yao et al. [13]
and Xie et al. [31] benchmark models by a margin of 17.8% and 24.4%, respectively. Accord-
ingly, the IPChain model has an average of 21.1% more resistance to a growing number
of adversaries than the benchmark models. Consequently, this demonstrates that the
proposed IPChain model has a larger tolerance than the reference models.

The outcomes indicates that, the proposed IPChain model, which integrates the Diffie–
Hellman key exchange mechanism, elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem (ECDLP),
one-way hash function, blockchain technology, and smart contract features, would be more
suitable for IoT address management servers’ security in smart homes, boosting resistance
to associated threats and IP address management success.

6.2.2. Computational Cost

In our proposed model, the authentication latency for a rising number of user devices
in the network, up to a maximum of 50 devices, was recorded, measured, and compared
with those of Yao et al. [13] and Xie et al. [31]. The latency was assessed based on the
system’s processor timer that operates during the authentication operations and network
interactions. Figure 8 demonstrates that the proposed IPChain model has a higher execution
latency than Yao et al. [13]. This is due to the security techniques used, which include a
one-way hash function, the Diffie–Hellman key exchange mechanism, the elliptic curve
discrete logarithm problem (ECDLP), blockchain technology, and smart contract features.

Furthermore, the methods presented in Xie et al. [31] and Yao et al. [13] authenticate
DS–user interactions using techniques such as digital certificates and ECC, respectively. The
authentication time is assessed for various numbers of nodes, where the digital certificate
encryption key size ranges from 2048 to 3072 bits, while 224 to 521 bits are utilized in the
case of ECC. As seen in Figure 8, the authentication execution latency when using the
Xie et al. [31] method is much longer than when using the proposed scheme. However, in
the proposed approach execution latency is somewhat higher in terms of Yao et al. [13],
particularly when a large number of clients are involved.

However, the IPChain model ensures a safe and effective method for DS–user au-
thentication procedures while posing a lower security risk than the benchmark models.
In our system, the increase in latency is proportional to the number of transactions per
unit of time. Similarly, there is an inverse relationship between latency and throughput;
more transactions result in greater latency and lower throughput since more transactions
need more time, hence the latency will grow as the number of transactions increases. As
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described in Section 5, while the proposed method causes a delay in its operations due to
this cost, it makes the network more secure by limiting several threats. In addition, it is
evident that overhead costs are minimal.
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6.3. Discussions and Summary

In the proposed IPChain architecture, as the fraction of adversaries in the system rises,
the DS will process authentication packets at a slower pace. Similarly, DS and user devices
will establish connections using their random values and other distinguishable values.
Such characteristics provide a high level of resilience to the model since they prevent the
adversary from completing the attack successfully.

In addition, the proposed IPChain model guarantees a secure and efficient tech-
nique for DS–user authentication processes while offering a reduced security risk than the
benchmark models. Increases in latency in our system are proportional to the number of
transactions per unit of time. Although the proposed method creates a little delay in its
operations owing to an increase in transaction costs, it increases the network’s security by
mitigating several threats. Moreover, the model has an average resistance to an increasing
number of attackers that is 21.1% more than the benchmark models. This illustrates that
the proposed IPChain model is more tolerant than the reference models.

Table 4 compares the proposed IPChain model to the two existing models by
Yao et al. [13] and Xie et al. [31]. We use the terms “Yes” and “No” to signify whether a
scheme meets the assessed security standards. According to the table, neither the approach
by Yao et al. [13] nor Xie et al. [31] assures the security of packets during the entire packet
transmission in terms of nonrepudiation and end-to-end packet transmission verification.

Furthermore, the table demonstrates that both Yao et al. [13] and Xie et al. [31] fail to
safeguard the confidentiality of packets in a smart home network. As previously shown
in this study, neither Yao et al. [13] nor Xie et al. [31] can ensure complete entity or packet
security during authentication procedures; moreover, new research [30,37] has uncovered
weaknesses in the kind of methodologies used by both systems. Nevertheless, the proposed
IPChain model meets all the security requirements evaluated in this study.
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Table 4. Security performance metrics between Yao et al., Xie et al., and the IPChain models.

Security Features Yao et al. [13] Model Xie et al. [31] Model IPChain Model

Packets
confidentiality No No Yes

Packets integrity Yes Yes Yes

Packets
authentication No No Yes

Packets
nonrepudiation No No Yes

Entity authentication Yes Yes Yes

7. Contextual Relevance and Applicability

This section highlights the relevance of our model to the academic and business
spheres. In addition, it discusses how network managers in the public and commercial
sectors can utilize the research findings to improve and better safeguard their own networks.
Moreover, the section describes how the findings contribute to theory development and
how academics can employ conceptual models in theory development.

7.1. Business Environment

To evaluate the viability of incorporating blockchain technology into the IoTAMS,
we present a working prototype of a blockchain-based system, along with security and
performance analyses. To meet the safety requirements of smart home users, a private
Ethereum blockchain was used to develop and test the proposed framework. Users of
smart homes are more likely to continue utilizing private blockchain systems due to the
confidence that encryption of data and transactions instills. The provided solution is
modifiable to accommodate the evolving requirements of individual businesses. Smart
contracts are easily modifiable and deployable on private blockchain systems, ensuring
quick transaction and execution times, privacy, transparency, and safety.

The proposed method can also provide two-way verification between DHCP clients
and DHCP servers to safeguard sensitive data during smart home connectivity. Due to the
immutability, security, and adaptability of the blockchain, the proposed solution can protect
IoT devices as they communicate as an added benefit. Throughout the authentication
and engagement processes, all nefarious stakeholders responsible for illegal behavior are
identified, thereby reducing the potential for IoTAMS attack risks.

7.2. Useability

Multiple types of locally based networks exhibit IoTAMS-typical characteristics, mak-
ing them ideal for use in smart homes (e.g., hospitals, banks, military, schools, etc.). Due to
the efficacy of the proposed approach for carrying out DS–user authentication operations,
this research is applicable to a variety of local-area network types. The findings of this
study could be utilized by public or private sector managers to implement stricter security
measures, such as DS–user authentication.

Consequently, not only smart homes but any local-area network may benefit from
the DS–user authentication procedures described in this study. This effort will benefit
businesses in the IT industry, IT professionals, network engineers, ISPs, online retailers,
IT authorities, computer specialists, and nerds. Our method is sufficiently general that
it can be easily implemented on other blockchain platforms. Given the success of our
proposed model in minimizing security hostilities in relation to IoTAMS authentications,
IT authorities may wish to improve upon this achievement by enacting new laws aimed at
further reducing network security hostilities.
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8. Conclusions

Among the most common data link layer network protocols for IP address manage-
ment, DHCP is utilized by numerous IoT address management services. A DHCP server
is therefore susceptible to a variety of threats, including DHCP starvation threats, DHCP
rouge server threats, and malevolent DHCP user threats. In response, this paper presents
IPChain, a blockchain-based security protocol for smart home IoT address management
servers. The proposed IPChain model employs the Diffie–Hellman key exchange mecha-
nism, the ECDLP, a one-way hash function, blockchain technology, and a smart contract.
The ECDLP was chosen due to its superior computational speed compared to other public
key cryptosystems. The proposed model has two major components: the registration
and validation phases. The proposed system was analyzed for security flaws, and the
results showed that the most prevalent threats to a DHCP server or user devices in a smart
home network are neutralized. In addition, research into the performance of the proposed
scheme revealed that it offers an average of 21.1% more resistance to a growing number of
adversaries than the benchmark models.

This study has two key limitations on its application. One is that the proposed method
was only tested on a limited selection of IoT devices (i.e., 50 devices). Second, there is
the question of the blockchain’s actual structure. Malicious activity in the context of IP
address management services is complicated and impacted by several factors; thus, it
will be the focus of a more in-depth analysis of stakeholder behavior associated with IP
address management services in the future. Moreover, the influence of the proposed model
on individual behavior in massive network settings can only be shown if the model’s
essential properties and building blocks are technologically feasible. Given that blockchain
technology’s fundamental issue is its inability to scale, it is logical to assume that the
general solutions being developed to improve blockchain technology’s scalability will also
be relevant to IP address management services. Thus, scalability should be the primary
focus of future research.
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